
Characters: 

3 young bikers, 2 busy executives, 1 judge, 2 lawyers, 3 jury members (need not speak much), 1 jury 

speaker 

Stuff needed: 

1 corded mike for jury, 1 wireless mike for judge, 3 mikes with stand for flashbacks, and 2 chairs for 

witnesses 

Introduction: 

After a few lines to announce beginning “….and now to illustrate the need of generating awareness 

about road safety, we would like to present a skit...” 

An accident involving a bike driven by 3 careless youths and a car driven by 2 office workers has taken 

place. The bikers were under the influence of alcohol and the executive in the car was negligent in 

following rules of road safety (see play). 

The behavior of characters is as follows: 

All 3 bikers are drunk and underage. 1
st

 biker drives the vehicle, he is reckless and is the only one in a 

helmet, later he also happens to be the only survivor. 2
nd

 biker is the same (no helmet) he supports the 

1
st

 biker (dies). 3
rd

 biker is careful and well-aware of traffic rules but succumbs to riding with the other 

two due to peer pressure (dies). 

The executives are “The Boss” and “The PA”. The boss is careless and pompous, a busy man, his first 

priority is work, and he cares little for safety restrictions when he knows that no one would be present 

to implement them. The PA happens to be somewhat shy, respectful, careful and completely compliant 

with rules of road safety, he is fully aware of the need of following rules for his own and the safety of 

others as well. 

The lawyers are competitive, sharp mouthed and well-expressive; they are hell-bent on winning the 

case. 

The jury is ad-libbing with plenty of murmuring among themselves. The jury speaker is required to be a 

smart, precise and knowledgeable seeming person, preferably a girl. 
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P.S: The names have not been mentioned the users may adopt any names they want.  Here instead of 

names codes like lawyer1, FR2 and QWERTY are given, they can be suitably interchanged. 

“ 

The reckless driver has sued the now erstwhile boss.  Lawyer 1 = reckless driver, Lawyer 2 = Boss. 

Lawyer 1: No...No... This shall not be; the responsibility lies with the driver of the car. I assure you the 

youth is innocent he was merely a passerby. He deserves compensation for his ordeal and an allowance 

for the treatment he is undergoing...All for no mistake of his... 

Lawyer 2: But you have no proof…My client should not be held responsible for any crime that has not 

been proved…And the proof is inconclusive, your client can be equally responsible…and I do assure 

you… 

Voice in background: Silence… Justice “so and so” is ascending…  

All rise, lawyers bow respectfully, witness already present on stage left (driver) and on right (PA), rise 

from seats…all relax on signal from judge. 

Lawyer 1: Your honor, before we start, we would like to decide on an independent jury. 

Lawyer 2: Yes, your honor. 

Judge: Very Well, the students of Laxman Public School are well known for their honesty…from among 

them we shall select our jury… May we have any volunteers who can dispense justice with complete 

honesty…? 

  Hands are raised; 

Judge: Do come on up! 

Jury takes their seats. 

Lawyer 1: YH, Mr. QWERTY in his life was a very careless man and was never concerned for the safety of 

others and even less of his own… due his negligence in his last moments… my client has ended up paying 

with his health and nearly with his life… and while he happens to be student and he ought to be studying 



he has now been handicapped for at least a month…Therefore, I would like to demand compensation 

for my client for his treatment and also for the acute mental and physical trauma he had to undergo for 

no fault of his. 

Judge: And what does the defence offer? 

 

Lawyer 2: YH, this allegation is completely baseless, and has insufficient proof; moreover I reinforce my 

point by calling upon Mr.Tyuio who is the driver of the ill-fated bike that night. 

Lawyer 2: Sir is it true that you are the only survivor among your friends? 

TYUIO: Yes, sir. 

Lawyer 2: Can you please recount the story exactly as you remember it keeping in mind that two of your 

friends have lost their lives in that very accident. 

While he speaks, others quickly clear stage and place bench in centre-front as informed…Tyuio takes 

position while he speaks….. 

Tyuio: I remember, we were returning from a party….myself and two of my friends Mr.___ and Mr.____. 

Situation: 

FR1 and FR2:  Achhi party thee na…(it was a good party) 

TYUIO:  Haan Yaar, waise tum log ghar kaise jaoge?( hey, how are you guy’s going home) 

FR1: Auto se chale jayenge…(we’ll takeacab) 

TYUIO: Itni raat ko kahan auto milega? woh bhi yahan par ? Aisa karte hain… main tum dono koh chowk 

tak leja leta hoon…( you won’t get a cab here  this time why don’t you two climb on , I’ll drop you off at 

the intersection) 

FR2: Arey nahin…nahin triple-riding is a crime yaar…upar se helmet bhi ek hi hai… 

( oh no triple riding is a crime and we have only a single helmet) 

FR1: Chill dude, koi fark nahi padta…chal aaja chaletey hain…( chill dude.. it doesn’t matter let’s go) 

TYUIO: abhi waise bhi yahan aas paas koi police wallah bhi nahi hai…(don’t worry there is no police man 

around here ) 

FR2: koi baat nahin…main bus se chala jaoonga….( never mind I’ll just take the bus) 

TYUIO: arey tu baith na…kyun chinta kar raha hai…( just sit here… why are you worried…) 



FR1 and TYUIO (pull him onto the bike) FR2 (gets on reluctantly): Yaar tum log ne toh drink bhi kiya 

tha…( guys you had drunk earlier…why take a risk)  

TYUIO: Tu chup karega… poore 3 mahinon se chala raha hoon, mujhe bahut experience hai… 

(will you shut up…I’ve bee riding for three months now…I am well experienced) 

(TYUIO mimes driving)(FR1 enjoys ride FR2 looks worried, then suddenly….) 

FR2 : Look yaar speed limit….ka board(follows it with his eyes as it goes past) 

( look guys a speed limit sign) 

FR1: Tere ko bola na chup karne ke liye….(hey told you to shut up) 

FR2 (looking anxious) (then suddenly he ogles at something): Arey, traffic light cross kardi….(oh no you 

guys crossed a trafficlight) 

TYUIO: Kuch nahin hota sarak khali hi toh ……(never mind we are the only ones on the road) 

FR1 (screams): gadi se bach ke…( LOOK OUT !! A CAR!!) 

(TYUIO suddenly goes wide eyed…FR1 and FR2 follow suit)(Less than a second later the three mime a 

collision, all three fall to ground) 

• TYUIO takes his place on witness chair fast…other actors exeunt…lawyer 2 speaks and 

misdirects audience…(bench is placed differently as informed)… 

Lawyer 2: YH, it is very obvious from Mr.Tyuio statement that the fault was his and his alone. 

TYUIO (emotional): If only we had listened to FR2 they would still be with me today…. 

Lawyer2: YH, It is very clear that Mr. Boss was absolutely innocent. I rest my case. 

 Lawyer1: YH, It would not be correct for us to jump to conclusions based on one story alone. Therefore I 

would like to ask Mr.PA a few questions… 

Judge: Permission granted. 

PA takes his place on witness-chair. Lawyer1 proceeds to question him. 

Lawyer1: Is it true that you were the only person to meet and talk to your boss in his last few hours? 

PA: Yes, that is correct. 

Lawyer1: What was he concerned about while he was driving, was anything bothering him? 

PA: Well, he was thinking about office-work, Sir… 



Lawyer1: Can you please tell us your story, how Mr. Boss lost his life? 

PA: It all started when we were travelling to the office for a presentation…I had no car so he agreed on 

taking me along… 

As PA speaks he walks down to bench, already put in place…Mr. Boss simultaneously (slyly) takes his 

place… 

Mr. Boss: Are all the papers ready? 

PA: Yes, sir they are all ready and shouldn’t we both wear seat belts, Sir? 

Mr. Boss: No need for me, you wear your seat belt if you want to. 

PA mimes seat belt action.  

Mr. Boss: Oh, I have a message in my phone… (Pulls it out of pocket and starts typing out a reply…) 

(A moment later, politely)PA: Sir, There is a speed limit here (points to sign board outside) 

Mr. Boss: Keep quiet…Can’t you see I’m busy? (Jots down a little and sets phone aside) 

Mr. Boss: Oh here comes the reply... (Picks phone again and starts typing) 

PA: Sir, May I type for you so that you can concentrate on driving? 

Mr. Boss: Nonsense, Young Man I’ve been driving for 15 years now; do you think that I can’t do these 

two things at the same time? 

PA: Sir, I think it would be safer and legal as well. 

Mr. Boss: I drive safe enough…and do you see any policemen around? 

PA: No, Sir. 

Mr. Boss: See, it’s legal as well. Ha! Ha! (He starts typing again) 

PA: I think you should slow down, Sir. 

Mr. Boss: I think you should shut up! 

Mr. Boss: Next time I won’t bring you along if you have so many issues, I feel like I’m travelling with a 

traffic policeman….. 

PA: Look out, a bike!!!!!!  

Mr. Boss twists steering suddenly, car lurches, he falls out, PA is secure with seatbelt. 

 Lawyer1: YH, from Mr. PA’s statement it is quite clear that Mr. Boss too is part of the reason that this 

accident took place. The defence rests its case. 



Judge: A very interesting case. I hope the jury can come to a just conclusion. 

Jury murmurs among itself. Jury speaker takes mike. 

Speaker: The jury has come to the conclusion that both Mr.Tyuio and Mr. Boss are equally responsible 

for the accident. Had Tyuio taken care of traffic rules, not over sped and not crossed the traffic light the 

accident could have been avoided. At the same time had Mr. Boss not been negligent and careless of his 

duties as a driver, and been considerate for the safety of himself and others this disaster could have 

been averted. 

However, keeping in mind that Mr. Boss has paid for his attitude with his life and Mr.Tyuio has already 

suffered enough anguish it is befitting that nominal punishment be dispensed. 

The jury recommends Mr. Tyuio be enrolled in a reformatory centre for a course of six months, and 

suspension of his license for a year. Mr.PA should be paid compensation from Mr. Boss’s assets for his 

treatment. 

Judge: A very sound decision, as expected from the students of LPS. People like Mr.PA are much needed 

in our world. Road-safety awareness is indeed the need of the hour. Mr.PA where did you learn all this 

about road-safety?  

Mr.PA: At my old school, Sir. 

Judge: Which school? 

Mr.PA: LPS of course, Sir!! 

THE ENDTHE ENDTHE ENDTHE END    

______*********_________________ 

Narrator: Now, I hope that you have learnt from our skit and shall carry its message in your hearts and 

minds forever. 

“ 


